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Summary

This submission advocates the following:

1

1. The current legal regime must be both clariﬁed and made more supportive of open data:
(a) determination on whether human authorship is a necessary condition for copyright
(b) determination on whether the machine processing of a legitimately held copy of a collection
of atomic data under copyright constitutes infringement
(c) improve legislative support for the dedication of information to the public domain
(d) amendments to the 96/9/EC database directive to better reﬂect the intention of lawmakers
regarding thresholds and scope and guidance on what constitutes “substantial investment”
and “substantial extraction” and how this information should be transmitted to users
(e) open licensing by default for market and system information published under statutory reporting
(such information usually intended to mitigate market failure and/or facilitate system security)
(f) additionally require the above reporting to be provided in machine‑readable format
(g) correct and develop the statutory deﬁnition for “reuse” provided in the 2019/1024 open data
directive (§2.11) in order to align with legal and common understandings of the term (which
1

is currently and perversely remapped to “use”)

(h) either clarify or remove the term “primary owner of the data” from regulation 534/2013 (§2.23)
which covers the statutory reporting of electricity market information
(i) waive 96/9/EC database protection by default on public sector information
2. Extend existing statutory requirements to publish privately held data of signiﬁcant public interest
and require such data to be in machine‑readable format.
3. Designate energy sector information as an 2019/1024 open data directive high‑value dataset category and additionally specify key datasets for that new category.
4. Central and community data standards have useful and complementary roles to play.
This submission is ambivalent as to whether a new industrial data right (IDR) for commercial data trans-

2

2

actions would be useful, but stands ﬁrm on the idea that privately‑held data of signiﬁcant public interest
must become a common resource, unencumbered and available to solve collective problems collaboratively.
This public interest information, together with public sector and citizen-generated information, allows

3

all stakeholders — be they energy planners, system operators, infrastructure developers, academics,
policymakers, NGOs, journalists, or the interested public — to work with the same underlying information
for improved understanding, cooperation, and transparency.
Conversely we argue strongly that if public interest information is not easily available and licensed for
reuse, much needed reforms and projects within the energy sector are less likely to gain public acceptance.
Indeed, in our view, genuinely open public interest data is a necessary condition for progress on important
economic, social, and environmental transformations within Europe.
1
2

Both spellings of “reuse” and “re‑use” appear in Commission documents. This submission adopts the former variant.
We presume that “rights to use data from smart machines” in the online survey seeks a point of entry to an IDR regime.
Notwithstanding, any such IDR must be compatible with current open data licenses and particularly CC BY 4.0.

4
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Standing

We are part of the open energy modelling community and allied research communities and many of us

5

participate in the Open Energy Modelling Initiative (see section 4.2). The initiative itself is a network of
individuals and is not incorporated under law. Its mailing list, established in October 2014, now numbers
over 700 and its discussion forum numbers about 600. The initiative has held eleven workshops in Europe
and elsewhere and these, often limited to 65 participants, attract researchers, private sector modellers,
and on occasion the interested public.
The Open Energy Modelling Initiative has no process for canvassing and endorsing policy positions. Nor

6

has it legal standing. So while some of the material in this submission was discussed on initiative forums,
the views expressed here are solely those of the named submitters. The European Commission classiﬁed
us as an “informal organisation” for the purposes of a previous submission, Morrison et al (2017).
Background on individual submitters and their aﬃliations and open projects (with hyperlinks) follows:

7

• Charitha Buddhika Heendeniya, University of Applied Sciences, Stuttgart, Germany and Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain: research scientist and doctoral candidate examining
local energy systems, smart grids, and district multi-energy systems modelling and analysis.
• Dr Sebastian Hellmann, Universität Leipzig, Germany: Director of DBpedia Association and the KILT
Competence Center at InfAI.
• Michal Hetmanski, Instrat, Poland: researcher at Warsaw-based think tank Instrat working on coal
exit and just transition policy and initiator of newly launched energy.instrat.pl open energy data
platform serving information on the Polish power market and coal sector and on climate impacts.
• Prof Barry McMullin, Dublin City University, Ireland: the modelling of complex systems across multiple domains with an emphasis on deep decarbonization.
• Robbie Morrison, Berlin, Germany: former maintainer of the deeco high-resolution model and contributor to the open energy modelling community.
• Berit Müller, speaker of the Working Group Transparency at the Research Network Energy of the
German Federal Ministry of Economics and managing director of the Berlin-Brandenburg section of
the German Association of Solar Energy (DGS).

3

Introduction

This submission welcomes the development of an European‑wide strategy for data. The focus of this

8

submission is one particular genre of data management — namely community‑curated open data. And
one particular application domain — namely the energy sector in Europe.
The European Union needs genuinely open data because treating data as a common resource and not as

9

an information good oﬀers clear social and economic advantages. Moreover, the European Union needs
to facilitate community curation because that model is among the most eﬀective for establishing and
maintaining useful, high‑quality, diverse, traceable information.
For several reasons, the energy sector provides a useful case study. Reliable and aﬀordable energy
supply and complete and rapid decarbonization are clear policy imperatives. The energy sector is large,
3

turning over about one trillion euros per annum. The sector contributes close to 80% of Europe’s greenhouse gas emissions (European Commission 2018:57). The sector is currently at the centre of a technical
3

Based on informal information from European Commission JRC staﬀ. Using 2011 prices and reporting in USD, the value of
total production for the energy sector as a whole for the EU28 for the year 2015 is USD 1530 billion. The individual sectors

10
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revolution as renewables displace fossil fuel, market liberalisation proceeds, and smart technologies and
architectures realise and deploy. In addition, most of these changes require public acceptance and
4

particularly so if a premium for public resistance is to be avoided.

The submitters have backgrounds in energy analysis and contribute regularly to the open energy mod-

11

elling community. We believe that some of our experiences in dealing with open data and community
curation are material and can indicate useful ways forward.
We stress that this submission does not cover information governed by personal or commercial privacy.

12

We also want to stress also that “public” and “open” are not synonyms and that the touchstone deﬁnition
for open data is that from the Open Knowledge Foundation (Open Knowledge Foundation no date).
We discuss privately held data of public interest in some detail because energy analysis is particularly

13

dependent on this class of information.
Without well-resolved legislative support and widely‑understood and adopted legal instruments for

14

open data, ambiguities regarding intellectual property are normally and necessarily resolved to the beneﬁt of automatic rights holders. This situation causes endless problems for the use and reuse of public
interest datasets, where collection copyright and 96/9/EC database protection intersect to generate legal
uncertainty. Under these circumstances, genuine and explicit open licensing oﬀers the only route forward
and open science proponents expend considerable eﬀort advocating such licensing.

4

Background and context

We note the consultation document from the European Commission (2020a) and the accompanying fact-

15

sheet European Commission (2020b).
This submission builds on a similar submission on PSI reform as Morrison et al (2017).

16

This document adopts the following conventions. The term “96/9/EC database” indicates the data store in

17

question qualiﬁes under the very wide scope of the 96/9/EC database directive. The term “open license” is
taken to include public domain dedications, unless circumstances indicate otherwise (see also section 7).

4.1

Open science

The application of open science principles to the domain of energy system analysis has now some

18

track record. Our experiences can oﬀer insights related to the public interest use of energy sector data.
In the context of energy system analysis, namely:
• the right to reuse data is key
• the community is highly dependent on privately held data of public interest, much of it released
under statutory reporting but not suitably licensed
• much of our work is policy relevant and potentially contentious
• much of our work is undertaken within risk‑averse institutional environments and published in journals which require that the rights to all intellectual property be explicitly conﬁrmed
The Commission examined “privately held data which are of public interest” during the recent PSI
reforms but no legislative measures eventuated. European Statistical System (2017) provides background
tallied comprise coal, gas, oil, reﬁneries, and electricity. Allied sectors like biofuels are not accounted but the result is
reasonable to a ﬁrst order. Converting USD at an historical rate of 0.72 yields EUR 1100 billion per annum. These results
were later oﬃcially published as Rey et al (2019) and Rey Los Santos et al (2018).
4

The REMod pathways study from Fraunhofer ISE, Germany investigated the very considerable additional cost of encountering
either strong resistance to the private uptake of new technologies or strong resistance to new infrastructure projects
(Sterchele et al 2020a,b). See also an informal blog in english (Morrison 2020a).

19
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on such data. Statutory reporting is one legal mechanism for providing such data under suitable reuse
conditions and the question is considered further in section 5.3.
Researchers often work in risk‑averse environments that require known provenance and proper licens-

20

ing of all published information.
The principles of FAIR data, ﬁrst articulated by Wilkinson et al (2016), provide necessary conditions for

21

open science. But FAIR deals with data licensing only in the most general terms, noting simply that
conditional permission is required. Speciﬁc licenses are not discussed, nor are any recommendations
oﬀered in this regard.
Burgelman et al (2019) review developments within the European Union to promote open science. We

22

wholeheartedly support those developments.
One prism for assessing open science is transparency and the open energy modelling community has ap-

23

plied transparency checklists to energy systems analysis in order to reveal shortcomings and identify opportunities for improvement (Hülk et al 2018). Open science is additionally a precondition for open public
policy analysis in the energy domain (Morrison 2018). Allied disciplines are also developing transparency
policies for numerical research, for instance the American Economic Association (2019). Transparency
help can build much needed public trust (Wiese et al 2014, Müller et al 2018).
Stodden (2009) recognised the need to apply suitable open licenses within the numerical sciences a

24

decade back. Creative Commons later released its version 4.0 licenses in 2013 with explicit coverage of
the legal rights held in data and databases. We support the use of the CC BY 4.0 license in this context.
The key message is that open science requires the application of data-capable open licenses to data

25

and software-capable licenses to code to enable transparency and reproducibility. Under current legislative arrangements and international treaties (including the Berne Convention, TRIPS, and the WIPO
Copyright Treaty), there is no alternative but to apply public licenses to each and every work.
Before detailing some of these community-wide eﬀorts to improve our digital commons, we ﬁrst need to

26

describe the underlying community a little more.

4.2

Open Energy Modelling Initiative

As noted, the Open Energy Modelling Initiative, shortened to “openmod”, is an informal network of energy

27

system modellers and analysts committed to open source software, genuinely open data, and open science and open policy analysis practices. The openmod was established ﬁve years ago in Berlin primarily
by German researchers together with researchers from Denmark, Austria, and Switzerland. The community is now active in the United States and Canada, with interest from India, Africa, South America, and
eastern Europe. The openmod works solely in english.
The openmod mailing list and discussion forum number around 700 particpants and 600 participants,

28

respectively. The openmod holds regular workshops, with the most recent being a 3‑day event in Berlin
in January 2020 which attracted 190 researchers. The openmod has since been holding a series of online
mini-workshops during the coronavirus crisis, with three to date and a fourth in planning.
The openmod does not endorse individual projects, nor does it form and advocate policy positions. This is

29

an unwritten but nonetheless negotiated community norm (Morrison 2019). This submission is therefore
solely in the name of the submitters.
A recently example collaborative science in our community involved modellers from diverse locations
working on the highly novel HELM method for solving AC power ﬂow problems. As recorded in this recent
thread headed: The new HELM Powerﬂow in GridCal.

30
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Clearly, one thing that brings the openmod community together is data. Data has been described as our

31

“social glue” (Morrison 2019). There are now community-wide eﬀorts in the following areas, which each
point expanded upon shortly.
• data semantics
• community-curated data
• distributed data architectures
But ﬁrst, some comments on artiﬁcial intelligence.

4.3

32

Artiﬁcial intelligence

We note the AI white paper and accompanying report from the Commission (European Commission 2020c,d).

33

Machine learning blurs the traditional computer science demarcation between code and data. That clas-

34

siﬁcation also exists in established law with dedicated provisions for computer programs, collections of
data, and 96/9/EC databases. Clearly, one purpose of the current consultation is to re‑examine these
boundaries and provisions.
Artiﬁcial intelligence techniques have not traditionally played much part in energy system analysis —

35

which has instead relied on classical methods using relatively literal numerical models and very clean
5

data.

But that is starting to change — particularly for more peripheral issues like synthetic weather,

demand estimation, and cataloguing system assets using remote sensed information (Jin et al 2020). It
remains an open question whether machine learning will make much inroad into core analysis without the
development of hybrid AI techniques, which combine physical constraints and machine learning systems.
Our community has recently begun to make contact with AI researchers and in particular the Climate

36

Change AI community.
AI naturally raises the question of machine authorship in relation to copyright. Ramalho (2018) observes

37

that “international treaties do not provide a deﬁnition of authorship” but that “an argument could be made
that the international norms are crafted to cater for a human author”. This is clearly a matter that could
be resolved through simple legislative change.

4.4

Data semantics

One potentially useful example we can provide as a community involves the development of common

38

data semantics within energy system analysis. There are two parallel processes underway at present, a
shared data glossary and a domain-speciﬁc ontology.
The Horizon 2020 openENTRANCE project is developing a simpliﬁed data glossary as one of its work

39

streams. While the Open Energy Ontology (OEO) project is developing an extensive domain-speciﬁc
ontology. Both projects discuss their evolving work programs in order to avoid duplicated or inconsistent
results.
We believe that communities of practitioners are better placed to develop and ﬁnd consensus on data
5

Most energy system models are sensitive to the “lightswitch eﬀect” where one small change to the system boundary
conditions, arising say from one unit of increased demand, may provoke a complete revision of the system state (Outhred
and Kaye 1996). This is why clean data is required and why extensive eﬀorts are made to assure its provenance and
accuracy.

40
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6

semantics than centralised standards setting processes and organisations.

4.5

Community curation

Two established projects are worth raising in the context of community-curated data.

41

The ﬁrst is the Open Power System Data (OPSD) (link) project, established in 2010, which serves

42

community-curated electricity sector datasets covering Europe (Wiese et al 2019). Extensive eﬀorts have
been made cleanse served data in a transparent way, with full revision histories and all processing scripts
available. Much of the data contained has now been transferred to US portals without having ﬁrst sought
consent (see section 5.4).
The second project is the Open Energy Platform (link) which provides a sophisticated backend resource

43

for community database development.
An example of community curation follows. An important dataset for energy system modellers is an

44

inventory of electricity generation assets together with key engineering and ﬁnancial characteristics, also
known as a power plant database. One might imagine establishing such a list is straightforward, but it is
surprisingly diﬃcult, even for Europe. Gotzens et al (2019) describe the powerplantmatching python code
they developed to combine disparate power plant ﬂeet databases (vertical matching) and then compare
and ﬂag discrepancies (horizontal matching) for further processing. The module will also optionally select
the median value when faced with conﬂicting plant attributes. We again argue that this kind of work is
best undertaken by practitioners.
The power plant example is only one of many similar exercises within our community. Wikipedia has a

45

review of open energy system databases that might be of interest.
We see community curation as occurring in parallel with centralised data provision such as the proposed

46

Common European energy data space (European Commission 2020a:22,31).
Finally to note that citizen-generated data is part of the data landscape Lämmerhirt et al (2018). Energy

47

analysts use this kind of data as well, often sourced from OpenStreetMap or less commonly from dedicated
citizen science projects.

4.6

Distributed data architectures

Two decades ago, energy system models typically ran from sets of hand-edited structured text ﬁles

48

(Groscurth 1995). These ﬁles were later replaced by local SQL databases. Due to the scale, diversity,
and churn of information today, distributed data architectures (DDA) are now increasingly required,
together with support for reproducible workﬂows and cross-model data interoperability. Reproducible
workﬂows not only beneﬁt scientiﬁc research, they are also a necessary condition for transparent public
policy analysis.
The technical details of these developments fall outside the scope of this submission but legal interoper-

49

ability is paramount and it is open data licenses that provide that facility. The UK‑based Open Knowledge
Foundation (OKF) describe open licensing as one component of their “frictionless data” concept.
A number of projects within the open energy modelling community are currently developing components
of this new architecture. Figure 1 indicates schematically how these various components and projects ﬁt
together. Data semantics (see section 4.4) are also an intrinsic part of this architecture.
6

These are not the only two possibilities for setting these kinds of standards. Biddle (2020) describes how software consortia
have evolved to compliment oﬃcial standards setting processes. Of relevance here is the European LF Energy project
seeking to develop shared interoperability protocols and open source implementations of same for smart energy systems.
We should stress that the LF Energy initiative has limited overlap with energy system analysis, the latter being the subject
of this submission.

50
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The DBpedia Databus project is developing a sophisticated communications system — technically

51

a data bus — for managing, storing, archiving, and curating data communally so that later users can
access and beneﬁt from prior eﬀorts. The data bus also provides a secure gateway to changeable web
databases that often do not retain their histories, storing copies when required. The data bus maintains
data catalogues to assist ﬁndability and notify of new changesets. These features relieve data users of
many tedious and error-prone tasks, provide support for reproducible workﬂows, facilitate cooperation,
and enable more complex data integration. (Databus ongoing) (Hellmann 2019)
The Spine project is developing a system for translating data between data sources and energy mod-

52

7

elling frameworks and between diﬀerent frameworks. The project utilises a high-level intermediate data
model with source and framework-speciﬁc translators to eﬀect the incoming and outgoing transformations. For Douglas Adams fans, this would be a babel ﬁsh for energy models. (Spine ongoing)
Protocols and libraries to retrieve and conﬁrm machine-parsable license information are also being

53

developed (DALICC ongoing). The Commission should consider supporting this work.
The key message is that the intrinsic value of data is not simply something created by data producers and
served to data consumers together with mechanisms for ﬂagging and correcting errors. Rather this value
can be leveraged to positively impact on societal welfare when data of public interest is truly accessible,
coexists within that society (see section 4.5), and is resident within a rich technical ecosystems (this
8

section).

individual
models

data ﬁles
framework speciﬁc
bespoke
conversion

data bus
bus
catalog

timestamped
storage

cloud databases
often lacking history
Figure 1: Schematic showing various components of a distributed data architecture (DDA) being developed
within the open energy modelling community. Legal interoperability and shared data semantics are two essential requirements. Credit: Genaro Longoria and Robbie Morrison.
7

Energy system modellers sometimes distinguish between an “energy modelling framework” and an “energy model” per se.
The former refers to the software and development environment and the latter additionally to the data used to populate a
speciﬁc instance. However, the term “model” is frequently employed to cover both concepts.

8

Other projects not mentioned in this section but part of the open energy sector data landscape include openENTRANCE (see
section 4.5), the Open Energy Platform (see section 4.5), and SENTINEL.

54
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A digital commons

Many of the issues raised in this submission can be seen in context of an emerging digital commons

55

(Fromhold-Eisebith et al 2019). This WGBU report from Germany explores the relationship between digitalization and sustainability and argues that the former can assist the latter, as follows:
According to the WBGU’s understanding — and following the idea of commons in general
— digital commons are digitalized goods in the ﬁelds of data, information and knowledge
which, as non-rival resources, are made as broadly, that is, publicly, accessible as possible
in the common interest. Examples include open education, free knowledge and open data,
or digitalized natural and cultural heritage. Technically they should be provided via publicservice ICT and must therefore be protected from exclusion, privatization and under-use.
To achieve this, fundamental organizational, regulatory and ﬁnancial decisions, for example
obligations to provide information, are necessary to develop a public-welfare orientation via
[a] digital commons. (p12)
We naturally support these views and believe they must underpin any future European data strategy.

4.8

56

Stakeholder engagement, social acceptance, and consumer cooperation

The submitters believe that open policy analysis is a precondition for social acceptance. And that open

57

data, in turn, is a precondition for open policy analysis. Similar sentiments were recently expressed within
our community as follows (Gotzens et al 2019):
As sustainability is not only limited to technically or economically feasible solutions, it requires
social feasibility in aspects like justice or acceptance as well. Therefore, it is crucial for a
successful energy transition to discuss diﬀerent competing pathways with varying beneﬁts
for diﬀerent groups in society openly with all stakeholders. This represents a highly complex
task suited to be addressed by modelling exercises. (p1)
The mobility sector, in particular, needs common and accepted datasets so that stakeholders and end-

58

users can cooperate eﬃciently to facilitate a rapid and sensible transformation of that sector.

4.9

Industrial data right

The Commission white paper (European Commission 2020c:6) mentions a “new legal instrument” but

59

does not elaborate. The online questionnaire also hints at a new intellectual property right for data.
There is a growing literature on a novel industrial data right (IDR), including Kerber (2016), Wiebe (2016),

60

Duch-Brown et al (2017), Drexl (2017), Wiebe (2017), Negreiro (2018), Stepanov (2020). Of particular
note is the European Commission Joint Research Centre (JRC) paper by Duch-Brown et al (2017) and a
more recent paper by Stepanov (2020).
Any new IPR should be negotiated internationally. The 96/9/EC database right never took hold much be-

61

yond Europe despite several attempts to pass similar legislation in the United States (Davidson 2008:213).
96/9/EC database protection is generally viewed as a failure (refer to section 5.4 for one current example).
It would be a mistake to repeat the experience of enacting European-bounded rights which can be readily
ignored in other jurisdictions.
Any new IPR must be compatible with current open data licences, particularly the CC0 1.0 and CC BY 4.0.

5

62

Concrete issues

This section examines some speciﬁc issues that we would like the Commission to consider. These are real

63
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issues in the sense that our community has had to confront them and variously ﬁnd solutions, settle on
less-than-ideal work-arounds or retreat altogether, at least for the time being.

5.1

PSI ‘reuse’ deﬁnition

The terms of public sector information reuse are contained in numerous bespoke licenses, terms of use

64

(ToU), and terms of service (ToS) but all ultimately rely on a single deﬁnition in the ODD (European Commission 2019:70) (Hirth 2020). Quoting from §2.11 and also running clauses (a) and (b) together for
brevity (emphasis added):
‘re-use’ means the use by persons or legal entities of documents held by .. public sector
bodies / public undertakings .. for commercial or non-commercial purposes other than the
initial purpose .. within the public task / of providing services in the general interest ..
Here we see the term “reuse” being mapped to mere “use” without further elaboration except that com-

65

mercial purposes are included. The legal concept of “use” of PSI documents has a well established meaning under copyright law, including via doctrines like fair use. Any judicial interpretation is therefore likely
to rest heavily on these meanings and highly unlikely to extend to the concept of reuse as established
under open licensing regimes and also as broadly understood by the lay public.
We therefore ask that the term “reuse” and its scope in the context of public sector information be clariﬁed

66

as a matter of urgency.

5.2

96/9/EC database protection

The 96/9/EC database directive (European Parliament and European Council 1996) causes no end of prob-

67

lems for energy system analysts (Hirth 2020). The principle of substantiality without supporting case law
is debilitating. Much of intellectual property law rests on the test of “substantial”. But in the case of
9

96/9/EC database investment, the user has no information on which to base their usage decisions.

In

our case, substantial investment is the problem. Yet even if there was clear jurisprudence on this matter,
it cannot be known by users whether the investment in a particular database was substantial nor what
would not constitute a substantial extraction. These are serious defects.
During the recent PSI reform process, the waiving of database protection for PSI was considered. Our

68

community submitted why this would be beneﬁcial at that time (Morrison and Hirth 2018).

5.3

Statutory reporting

Statutory reporting in the electricity sector is governed by regulations 543/2013 (European Commission

69

2013) and 1227/2011 European Commission (2011). Such reporting is a attempt to reduce market failure
and improve security outcomes. Both regulations mandate publication but are silent on licensing and not
suﬃciently speciﬁc on technical provision or interoperability.
Regulation 543/2013 also introduces the notion of data ownership without specifying which legal regime

70

applies namely §2.23 (emphasis added):
‘primary owner of the data’ means the entity which creates the data (p3)
Given the nature of the data covered by regulation 543/2013, this terminology is legal ﬁction. There is no
10

data ownership in measured or inferred power ﬂows or in market clearance information for that matter.
9

It would be a distinct improvement if database protection was sought, approved, and communicated in the same way that
trademarks are conditionally granted.

10

The United Kingdom has a lower threshold for copyright than continental Europe but will not be subject to Union law
following the completion of its withdrawal from the European Union, presumably this year.

71
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In our experience, some power exchanges (PX) go to signiﬁcant lengths to make their reported data

72

technically diﬃcult to extract. This includes webserving numerical information in a form that cannot be
11

manually copied or otherwise saved.

Such practices lie clearly outside the spirit, if not the letter of the

regulation. Users have contacted the PXs in question, but have been unable to inﬂuence these practices.
The issue needs to be addressed by the Commission as part of this consultation process.
The ENTSO-E Transparency Platform gets tangled up in 96/9/EC database protection. A lay reading of

73

recital (41) of 96/9/EC directive would suggest that it is unlikely sui generis rights would apply to a public
database mandated under Union law (emphasis added):
… whereas the maker of a database is the person who takes the initiative and the
risk of investing; whereas this excludes subcontractors in particular from the deﬁnition of
maker (p23)
In the case of the Transparency Platform, there is no initiative present and arguably no substantive risk

74

either. Moreover, the TSOs and other entities contributing data (often via XLS spreadsheets) could be
seen in a role similar to subcontractors and therefore ineligible to share in any sui generis rights in any
case. We therefore seek urgent clariﬁcation on these matters. That may require that the Commission
seek a declaratory judgement.
Our community has a long engagement with ENTSO-E to resolve the open licensing issues on their Trans-
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parency Platform. We understand that there is general support for CC BY 4.0 within the organisation itself
but that not all member system operators agree and that unanimous consent would be required.
It is worth noting that the French (RTE) and Finnish (Fingrid) transmission system operators webserve all
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their public data under CC BY 4.0 or CC BY 4.0 compatible licenses.

5.4

Data portals located in the United States

There are large eﬀorts in the United States to provide domain‑speciﬁc information repositories. Indeed,

77

data is sometimes labelled the new oil. The World Resources Institute (WRI) is developing its Power Explorer portal with support from United States tech giants. Of particular note is it that US portals do not
believe that European 96/9/EC database protection extends to the United States — a legal position that
has not been tested in law, nor is likely to be. This means data portals based in Europe need to comply with 96/9/EC database protection of indeterminate scope, while projects elsewhere can simply ignore
these protections and extract and license content as they wish.
Indeed, some of the Transparency Platform inventory is now available on the WRI portal just mentioned
12

and licensed CC BY 4.0.

78

This is also the case for OPSD inventory too. If nothing else, these events

provide an example of how localised intellectual property instruments are fraught, given the globalised
online world.

6

High-value datasets
13

That the ODD does not schedule a category for energy seems a legislative oversight.

This should be

79

The following suggestions were canvassed on the openmod mailing list during the week beginning 25 May

80

rectiﬁed by the Commission or the European Parliament.

11
12
13

For example: https://www.eex-transparency.com/en/power/de/production/usage/
One submitter has discussed this matter with ENTSO-E’s legal department.
Scheduled HVDS categories currently comprise: geospatial, earth observation and environment, meteorological, statistics,
companies and company ownership, and mobility.
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6.1

HVDS mobility

The future growth of electromobility poses challenges to local distribution networks that need to be con-

81

sidered by network planners, operators, infrastructure developers, and researchers, the key stakeholders
involved in driving the growth of electromobility and the reliability of electricity supply. There are four
main types of data that are critical to make robust analyses and decisions regarding the integration of
large-scale electromobility into local electricity supply systems:
1. statistical data corresponding to the use of electromobility (for instance, number and type of electric
vehicles registered in each district, usage statistics of public charging locations)
2. statistical data corresponding to the performance of electric vehicles, batteries, and charging technologies (for example, mileage, eﬃciencies, and charging/discharging patterns)
3. geospatial data covering the locations of the existing and planned vehicle charging infrastructures
4. geospatial data corresponding to the locations and layouts of existing electricity distribution networks and grid connected energy infrastructures (for instance, storage, renewable generators, and
commercial and industrial loads)
Publicly available datasets on the above-mentioned data categories enable network planners, operators,
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infrastructure developers, and researchers to understand:
• how the electric mobility future will look like
• how electric mobility will aﬀect the local distribution network in the future
• where the potential “hot-spots” might emerge
• what are the technologically and economically feasible strategies support the fast growth of electric
mobility while ensuring the necessary security and reliability thresholds of the distribution grid

6.2

HVDS electricity sector

Arguably, all the datasets on the OPSD platform (see section 4.5) meet the ODD requirements for support
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as high-value datasets (refer section 4.5). Much of the primary data derives from the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform but has been extensively curated. Notwithstanding, the question of licensing remains
unresolved and HVDS status would certainly assist in this regard.
The OPSD platform does not cover medium and low voltage distribution networks and further consider-

84

ation needs to be given to that kind of information too. It is particularly relevant for electromobility and
smart consumption architectures.

7

Open data licensing

The details of open data licensing were set aside earlier. This section returns to the subject because the

85

choice of license can be highly material.
Figure 2 examines the compatibilities between diﬀerent data licenses. The diagram is speculative be-

86

cause some of the relationships are unknown and would probably require court rulings to obtain deﬁnitive
answers.
The submitters advocate just two licenses should be applied to datasets: CC BY 4.0 and CC0 1.0. This
view is supported by Lämmerhirt (2017) who recommends against the ODbL and in favour of CC BY 4.0
14

for public sector information because the use of ODbL creates a data silo.
14

As can be seen in ﬁgure 2.

More speciﬁcally, by not mentioning the ODC-By and ODbL licenses, we can infer that the Open Knowledge Foundation

87
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Public domain

Permissive licensing

Copyleft licensing

• a public domain
dedication is
necessary
• these fall back to a
maximally permissive
license in much of
Europe
• maximizes
opportunities for
downstream reuse

• with regard to data, more
exibility when remixing

• modications to source code, content,
and data necessarily remain in the digital
commons when made public in some form

Database
licenses

ODbL
OpenStreetMap does not
accept these Creative
Commons licenses are
denitively inbound
compatible

the collection can be included
(homogeneous) or excluded
(heterogeneous licensing)

• contain European
database rights
provisions

• Enipedia
• OpenStreetMap

PDDL
• Stack Overow

designed for both
data and databases
(but not for content)

CC BY-SA 4.0

Data and
content
licenses

CC BY 4.0
CC BY 3.0

• Creative Commons
version 4.0 licenses
can be applied to an
entire database as
well as to individual
items in a collection

CC BY-SA 3.0
• Wikipedia *
* revision currently under
community discussion

CC0 1.0
designed for
software, data
(including scientic
data), and content,
may also be applied
to an entire database

GPLv3

ISC, MIT
dotted arrow indicates a
multitude of missing software
licenses, none of which can
be accessed from above

only software license
reachable by most data
and content licenses

Software
licenses
• non-software licenses
not recommended for
source code

Key
public domain dedication
open license
inbound compatibility
also used to trace a compatibility path
(some strictly redundant arrows included for clarity)
Release 05 • 7 March 2020

public
domain
material

Documentation
licenses

GFDLv1.3
license not often
used these days

• documentation can
also be placed under
the same software
license as the source
code

Data silos

Dual licensing

• to avoid data silos, only CC0 1.0 dedications
and CC BY 4.0 licenses should be applied
to datasets

• material can be released under more than one
open license to service a wider range of use cases
• all contributors must consent

Figure 2: Data license compatibility chart. An inbound arrow represents an inbound compatibility. Credit:
Robbie Morrison.

8

Discussion

Intellectual property law is clearly not ﬁt‑for‑purpose when applied outside of traditional creative endeav-

88

ours such as literature and music. While computer programs have been formally subject to copyright
since 1980 in the United States and somewhat later elsewhere, it has taken enormous eﬀort to create an
open source ecosystem where developers can easily leverage from the state‑of‑the‑art and, should they
so choose, contribute back to this common heritage. Estimates vary but around 80% of code in use today
15

is open source.

There are now three decades of open source license development with countless expert working groups

89

carefully crafting licenses while attempting to second guess how civil courts and copyright transgressors
might react. Furthermore, during that time, the regulatory environment has only become more complex
and diﬃcult.
Similar institutional and structural processes are now being repeated for machine-readable data. On
one hand, copyright and copyright-like protections have been extended in an attempt to establish clear
and secure intellectual property rights for collections of data and structured databases. On the other
hand, an emerging open data movement is attempting to secure a digital commons modelled on the
aforementioned software commons.
(OKF) no longer recommends their use for public sector information. It should be noted too that Lämmerhirt is employed by
OKF who originally drafted the ODbL. The OKF was, for some time, known as Open Knowledge International (OKI).
15

Assessing the economic contribution is diﬃcult but analysis includes Eghbal (2016) and Robbins et al (2018).
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Society is currently in danger of repeating the exact same tragedy for open data as occurred earlier

91

for open source software. Diﬃcult-to‑scope property rights now automatically attach to collections of
data and to databases — with the European 96/9/EC database right being especially open-ended and
problematic to assess.
Of particular concern is 96/9/EC database protection in relation to public sector information — this sui

92

generis right should have been waived by default with the 2019 open data directive. Furthermore, a
number of legal clariﬁcations concerning the extent of copyright resident in datasets would be straightforward to enact. Another legislative improvement would be explicit support for the elective committal of
16

information to the public domain.

In our experience, with regard to energy system analysis, open data licenses do not provide data users

93

with permissions, because collection copyright and 96/9/EC database protection only rarely attach. Rather
such licenses provide data users with certainty in terms of use and reuse. In short, an open license in
this context simply conﬁrms rather than grants openness.
We believe the Commission should ﬁrst repair existing legislation before embarking on novel intellectual

94

property rights. We outlined key issues in section 1 and elaborated on these throughout this submission.
Speaking generally, the open energy modelling community is particularly interested in working with the

95

Commission on the speciﬁcation and selection of high-value datasets. We also believe that high-value
datasets cannot be separated from their technical and social ecosystems and that their genuine open
licensing is non‑negotiable.
The submitters would be happy to provide the Commission with further information, sources, and exam-

96

ples on request.
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Abbreviations
API

application programming interface

DDA

distributed data architecture

ENTSO-E

European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

FSFE

Free Software Foundation Europe

IDR

industrial data right

HELM

holomorphic embedding load ﬂow method

HVDS

high-value dataset (European Commission 2019)

ICT

information and communications technology

ODD

2019/1024 open data directive (European Commission 2019)

PSI

public sector information

SPDX

software package data exchange

TP

European electricity market transparency platform (ENTSO-E 2017)

TSO

transmission system operator

UrhG

Urheberrechtsgesetz (the German statute covering copyright)
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